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Beneath the calmness and ancientness he had honed over billions of years, 
feelings of unwillingness rose as his body and soul broke down while he 
stared at the unreasonable being that did not think of things from a grander 
perspective. 

He could have chosen a different path and worked together. He could have 
gained the support of the NOBLESSE as when he entered the Aeonic Haven 
of Dissolution, boundless resources and support would have been waiting for 
him! 

Yet... 

Yet! 

This being ignored all of this unlike the True Emperor of Destiny as he only 
stared down with tyranny! 

And as everything broke down while his soul was about to be entirely erased, 
Desiderius stared up at the cold eyes of the Emperor on the throne as before 
his final moment, his voice boomed out with grandiosity! 

<OSMOOONT!> 

BOOM! 

The burning throne cleanly smashed and scorched everything on its path as 
the being known as Desiderius...was no more! 

<...> 

Silence permeated the surroundings as the tendrils of the Planar Palisades of 
Extremity seeped in even more! 



- 

A far, far distance away from the seeping tendrils of the Planar Palisades of 
Extremity entering the space where the past Barren Lands used to be. 

Within the depths of the Planar Palisades. 

The wisps of the verdant authority of the Boundary of Karma could be seen 
breaking down as the Automaton Boundary Modulators supporting them in a 
circular barrier were actually being decayed, the existences within this barrier 
of light currently extremely somber as it was one of the parties that had left the 
Quantum Dimension and entered the folds of the Planar Palisades of 
Extremity! 

One was led by the Ancestral Descendant named Clytemnestra as 
Charlemagne was among others included in it, and the other group was led by 
an Ancestral Descendant named Jin! 

The group that was currently facing a perilous situation that caused their 
enacted Boundary to decay was the one Ancestral Descendant Jin led- the 
one that had the figures of Royalties from a few Dimensions as well as the 
figure of Katelyn and the Mirare Queen, as well as...the 10th True Sanguine 
Clone of Noah that wasn't designated as a Quintessential Dimensional 
Chassis! 

The very authority of Karma was decaying around them as they had come 
across one of the many possible dangers of the Planar Palisades of 
Extremity- an unknown Esoteric Entity that normally waded across these vast 
and endless regions as its home. 

It was a massive creature that looked like an amalgamation of tentacles and 
crimson black eyes, its size being vaster than thousands of realities as a 
deadly Boundary with pulsing waves of authority at the 5th Boundary Layer 
emanated from it. 

The surroundings were surrounded by a dark silvery light of the chaotic 
essences of the Planar Palisades of Extremity as countless crimson black 
tentacles surrounded this group, the Ancestral Descendants showing 
panicking faces as the most powerful among them reached the Second 
Boundary Layer of Karma! 



The only reason they were all still alive after draining their Aeonic Souls trying 
to keep the barrier of Karma around them active...was because this Esoteric 
Entity had its eyes twisted into a cruel smile as it was playing with what it 
considered its food! 

It brought about a dire situation for these Ancestral Descendants as they 
could see no paths of escape, with the threat of death being very near. 

Those leaving the Barren Lands for the last time bellowed out in unfairness 
and fear as even on the pristine face of the Mirare Queen, a trace of fear 
could be seen. 

Katelyn was within the center of the group as she didn't join the others in the 
rise of fear, and it was because when she looked at the man who floated 
beside her...she saw him staring at the Esoteric Entity with a smile on his face 
and a hungry light in his eyes. 

This caused her heart to feel settled as even though there was no logical way 
that this man beside her could somehow protect her in these dangerous 
Planar Palisades of Extremity where even the Ancestral Descendants were 
turning fearful, she chose to believe in him as he...was the True Emperor of 
Quintessence! 

- 

A surreal moment came as Noah gazed at the burning flames around his 
throne calmly, utmost peace seemingly settling in as boundless information 
surged into his mind. 

<The Aeonic Quintessential Treasure Cache of Desiderius has been 
obtained.> 

A dazzling Aenoic Quintessential Treasure Cache specific to the 6th Boundary 
Layer Existence he had killed appeared along with dense waves of memories 
that were vaster than any that Noah had received before! 

Mermories...that completely expanded and redefined what Noah knew as 
dense information on Boundaries, Civilizations, Lineages, Planes, and so 
many more things surged inside his mind. 

<The Aeonic Haven of Dissolution...> 



Noah uttered the name of the vast and endless region within the Havens of 
Extremity that the NOBLESSE Lineage moved in- the same region that the 
Ancestors were trying to establish Sacrariums and dominions across as there 
existed swathes of NULLITY Beasts, Esoteric Entities, and an unknown 
number of treasures that all creatures in this Haven sought and devoured as 
they were still in overabundance even after billions of years! 

Boundless waves of such information came in as Noah devoured it all and 
began to sort it out, the flames around his throne dwindling down as he stared 
at the vastness around him. 

He stared at the far reaches of the Planar Palisades of Extremity where the 
party his clone was in was facing great danger, and he then turned towards 
the vibrant barrier of his Infinite Plane that was luminous with grandeur- 
finishing the absorption of the very Source of Reality. 

He attained utmost peace at this moment after successive grand 
accomplishments, his throne disappearing and reappearing at the peak of the 
Infinite Plane, his gaze coming to land beneath him where 9 Minor Planes 
pulsed and expanded rapidly, and countless massive Cosmos formed above 
them as the very source of Reality and all Parallel Planes were devoured to 
produce them! 

Noah sat on the Throne of Quintessence as he oversaw all of this. 

Achievements he had made in a period of days. 

His actions began the churning of the Age of Quintessence mere weeks ago, 
and he rose to the peak of this Age as he even conducted the unbelievable 
actions of devouring Minor Planes and a Major Plane into his construct! 

This was Quintessence. 

This was tyranny! 

And as he sifted through the memories of Desiderius and saw how this being 
truly had influenced the past few Ages and he even thought about the reason 
the Ancestors had set up the cycles of Ages and True Emperors... 

His Aeonic Will was roused as it began to thrum and pulse. 



The True Emperor of Quintessence oversaw the countless changes occurring 
below as he felt the souls of the countless existences contained within his 
Infinite Plane. 

And towards all of them and the vast stretches of space within this Infinite 
Plane, his Will began to resonate outwards as the True Emperor of 
Quintessence came to a decision during the formation of this fantastical 
construct that would contain a countless number of Planes in the future! 

<There shall be no more Ages.> 

WAA! 

His Will resonantly spread all around as the souls of all those he was 
connected to heard it with majesty! 

<No more Eras.> 

The cycles the Ancestors had set up. 

The Ages that came and went! 

<The Age of Quintessence shall come to an end as from here on out...only the 
Aeon of Quintessence shall reign across Extremity!> 

...!!! 

- 

With this, the grand Volume 20: The Age of Quintessence, has come to an 
end! 

Adui 

2252 A New Beginning! 

Within the endless Havens of Extremity. 

In an infinitesimally small region in the Aeonic Haven of Dissolution. 

A graveyard of Swords stretched from one end to another serenely and with a 
tinge of dreariness as at this moment, the Aeonic Soul Clone of a powerful 
personage floated in front of a risen white gold sword. 



It was extremely hard for the real body of this being to appear as he was one 
of the powerful personages protecting important Sacrariums from sieges that 
could occur at any moment, so only his Aeonic Soul Clone could be sent forth 
as it emanated powerful waves of Extremity. 

The brows of this personage were extremely sharp as they looked like radiant 
black blades, his eyes even sharper as his pupils were a collection of 
encircling gold swords pointing towards each other! 

They currently blazed with golden flames of anger and sadness as they 
stroked the risen white gold sword, the Will of this personage sinking into the 
Automaton Boundary Modulator floating beside him as he bellowed out. 

<My Son is dead, and no doubt the other Commanders sent down to the 
Barren Lands are as well! This matter should have been handled cleanly by 
even sacrificing a Sacrarium or two to send someone exceeding the 6th 
Boundary Layer to finish things off cleanly. Our focus and the focus of 
NOBLESSE is currently gaining a foothold in the Endless Abyssal Thalassic 
Caverns of Nullity...losing one Sacrarium to ensure we aren't all restricted by 
weak bindings on our Souls would have been worth it! I will even descend 
myself at this point...> 

...! 

The rage in his voice was contained but felt, with the other end of the 
Automaton Boundary Modulator listening in silence for a little before a reply 
came. 

<Quell your emotions, O Ancestor Rodwig. We need you more where you are 
now for the sake of our whole Lineage. And we have looked into it and 
confirmed over and over again...the Barren Lands will not be a threat 
anymore.> 

<What?> 

The eyes of Ancestor Rodwig released a sharp light as he peered into the 

Automaton Boundary Modulator closely.𝑵𝑜𝑣𝞮𝓵𝓷𝗲xt.𝔠𝒐𝗆 

His Soul surged into it as he appeared in an illusory space that showed 
countless stellar bodies, all this turning into points of light that faded away as 
he focused on the single power source signature he was talking to! 



His Will soon came in contact with the Will of another Ancestor in this 
expanded neural connection, Rodwig staring at one of the few prominent 
Seekers who walked on the path of the Boundary of Ordinance. 

This Seeler continued her words while now gazing at him closely. 

<Yes. We do not know how things unfolded, but the danger level that was 
rising with every Anchor being pulled faded not too long ago. And around the 
time of your son's death, all possible dangers of the Natural Laws ensnaring 
themselves onto our souls faded as the Barren Lands...should have been 
entirely destroyed. Your son may have died, but he achieved something grand 
as your family will be awarded for this.> 

...! 

Ancestor Rodwig looked forth in disbelief at such an outcome as it still did not 
make sense! 

So he shook his head while questioning. 

<What could have killed my son? None of this tracks with how things should 
have played out!> 

<This is something we will confirm now by sending a delegation of a few 
beings to cross the Planar Palisades of Extremity. This is because we have 
lost the signal of the Lesser Pylon of Ascension in the Quantum Dimension, 
which further cements our theory of complete destruction.> 

The words of the Ancestral Seeker were calm as Ancestor Rodwig took them 
in. 

Their home was no longer a threat to them. 

Their home had truly been allowed to undergo Cataclysm as countless of 
weaker Existences within it perished! 

Rodwig sighed when he thought of his son that perished with them as he 
nodded. 

<Then 1 shall wait for word while continuing to guard the Sacrarium of the 
Sword. The mining rate of Golden Boundary Crystalloids has increased as the 
output this year should be significant...> 



His Aeonic Soul slowly let things go as he began to talk of other matters, the 
current truth spreading among the Ancestors being the fact that their will had 
been met as the Barren Lands...were no more! 

They would never have to worry about the dense natural laws occupying any 
space in their Aeonic Souls and hindering their path towards Extremity as for 
the sake of the safety of the many...they swallowed the sacrifice of their home 
Plane! 

- 

The Barren Lands had undergone Cataclysm and been destroyed as the 
effects of Natural Laws were no more! 

This was the truth spreading among a force in the Aeonic Haven of 
Dissolution, but was it truly the case? 

For this, the Infinite Plane had to be looked at and what exactly happened 
whenever it devoured Realities and Dimensions! 

When each of the 9 Dimensions were devoured and assimilated...they're quite 
literally destroyed and reborn anew in the Infinite Plane. 

So when the entirety of the Barren Lands was also devoured and recreated...it 
was a version of an Apocalypse as at this moment, the last shred of the 
Source of Reality was devoured by the Infinite Plane! 

The connections it held to the existences born in it since countless Ages 
ago...were shredded apart and broken down. 

Something entirely new rose in its place. 

HOOONG! 

Lustrous waves of light surrounded everything as Noah remained seated on 
his Throne, having just proclaimed that there would be no more Ages or Eras, 
and that the only thing from here on out would be the Aeon of Quintessence! 

As he finished these proclamations, more and more prompts cascaded down. 

<The Source of Manadynamics has been successfully Bound to you fully.> 



<The Fundamental Natural Law of Manadynamics is transforming into a 
Boundary of Extremity.> 

Just before the final shred of the Source of Reality was fully devoured. 

Just before the old Will of the Barren Lands completed its aim of turning a 
natural law into a Boundary! 

Noah fully bound this Natural Law to himself... 

- 

Volume 21: The Demon of the Seven Aeonic Havens, begins! 

- The second chapter will come out within the next 2 hours! - Adui 

-- edit 

2253 A Myriad of Paths! 

Seated upon his throne, Noah could feel the countless subtle changes 
occurring as the Mana within him was roused. 

He didn't have a closed system unlike all others as the amount of Mana, 
Essence of Reality, and many other resources he could play with...were 
infinite under him! 

So, what exactly would change when the concept that governed the basal 
essence of nature and its transformations became a Boundary of Extremity? 

<The evolvable Crimson Innate Boundary of Manadynamics has been born.> 

<The entirety of the Source of Reality and Parallel Paths have been 
assimilated.> 

<The Infinite Plane is undergoing a Quintessential Transformation!> 

<The Feature of Aeonic Haven Boundary Space has been born.> 

<The Feature of Natural Law Management has been born...> 

Fantastical prompts rained down. 



But this wasn't the only thing raining down as across the reaches of the Infinite 
Plane that was filled with the Sources of 9 Minor Planes and a Major Plane, 
streaks of multicolored dewdrops began to form from the edges of the 
boundary of this fantastical construct as they formed into countless raindrops. 

The raindrops increased in concentration as within an instant, it seemed like 
multicolored seas of essence had formed across the farthest reaches of the 
Infinite Plane, these seas cascading down over the vibrantly spinning trillions 
of Cosmos and the incandescently shining 9 dimensions! 

It was a gorgeous scene to see with one's eyes as all beings were swept by 
these dense seas of Essence, their Aspects of Existence experiencing 
profound transformation and strengthening! 

- 

"He's still going..." 

At the very top of the Elysium Dimension that stood below trillions of spinning 
Cosmos, the figure of Eowyn called out as she was accompanied by all the 
prominent figures in the Infinite Planes. 

Her connection with Noah was still one of the closest ones, but she had 
gradually lost her authority as she couldn't even get near his mind and 
understand his thoughts currently! 

She felt a sense of loss and desolation at this as his power had outstripped 
her by that much, her golden eyes releasing a brilliant light as she looked at 
what he had managed to achieve. 

Beside her, the eye-catching Guinevere of the Avalon Dimension grasped the 
Sword of Avalon tightly as she spoke. 

<I may not know too much about him, but he promised to save the Avalon 
Dimension and all other Dimensions as he did just that...for this, I shall follow 
his Will!> 

WAA! 

Her visage was brilliant. 



She was accompanied by Albus, the Longest Dream, the Seeker of 
Knowledge, and many other past Dimensional Rulers as they all gazed at the 
brilliant seas of essence washing over them and even causing their own 
Origins to jump in Euphoria. 

Off to the side, the figures of Adelaide and Barbatos could be seen among 
Noah's close family, Little Henry not too far away as their gazes did not 
contain exaggerated reverence like what could be seen in the eyes of the 
newcomers! 

"Look at them be so surprised by the actions of Little Fish...they'll need to 
prepare their hearts if they are going to survive the future." 

Barbatos had a devilish smile as her small figure vibrated with her laugh, 
Adelaide looking at the scene around her with a smile as her wildest dreams 
continued to be exceeded daily. 

Beside her, Little Henry looked at his father's actions as he placed his hand 
over his chest, feeling the beat of his heart and the Planar Lineage of the 
Quintessential Kainos Emperor that coursed through his body. 

He felt like he couldn't just sit still with such a boon granted to him as he 
thought about the future! 

Far, far away from the peak of the Elysium Dimension, towards the edges of 
the Infinite Plane, the lone figure of Lilith could be seen as her fair hands 
passed through the dense seas of essence washing over the starry haven 
around her. 

Was her path truly the wrong one? 

This existence had managed to achieve everything she dreamed of and in an 
unbelievably short period of time at that. 

Her Origin felt stronger than ever as she even felt the tight bindings on her 
soul loosen ever so slightly over the past hour. 

She wondered as she looked at the far away Apollyon Dimension that she 
called her home and how it was now intricately linked to this unbelievable 
construct...what should she do now? 

Where did the path of the Dimensional Hellion Ruler Lilith go towards?! 



One being sought for a path amidst this radiant transformation as on the 
opposite side of the Infinite Plane, another being was in the same 
predicament. 

With his eyes shining with a dazzling blue sheen, Eckert floated near the 
Cosmos that held what used to be the Grotto Havens of the past Primordials, 
his side accompanied by none other than Europa as the two of them gazed at 
the radiance around them. 

Eckert himself had many mixed emotions when he stared at all this and the 
being floating atop the grand throne above the very Minor Planes of this grand 
Empire he had forged. 

He had always believed himself to be distinguished and accomplished, even 
having the grandeur that he was at the center of everything! As if he was 
some main character in a novel. 

Over the past few days and at this point in time, he was humbled as he 
realized in these lands he was in, he was not some destined one that would 
reign over everything. 

His lips formed into a smile as he gazed at the grandiose looking being on the 
throne that he shared the same name with, where even after all these 
thoughts...his heart still burned with his own ambitions. 

WAA! 

Essence burst out as from his chest, a dark light erupted out to release the 
Mirror of Death and the Ancestral Descendant he had subjugated through the 
help of the True Emperor of Quintessence. He could sense the stage of 
Boundaries through this being as when he truly listened to the ambitions of his 
own heart and the power he had at hand...he still wanted to give a try of 
forging his own path! 

From the memories of the Ancestral Descendant, he knew there was an 
extreme vastness out there in the Havens of Extremity as Eckert set his gaze 
towards such lands. 

The reign of the True Emperor of Quintessence had begun fully as he would 
more than likely begin to expand his impact towards these endless Havens, 
and Eckert wanted to do the same and seek his own path as his eyes burned 



with cerulean light- gazing at the Planar Palisades of Extremity as he made 
his choice! 

- 

Tomorrow's working chapter titles: The True Emperor and his Quintessential 

Boons!I & II𝗇𝒪𝒱ℯ𝗅𝑵𝗲xt.𝕔𝞸𝑀 

Adui 

2254 The True Emperor and his Quintessential Boons! I 

Towards the North of the Aeonic Haven of Dissolution. 

The northern direction alone was endlessly stretching in all directions as 
barely a tenth of it was placed under the dominion of the NOBLESSE after all 
these billions of years. 

Terrifying unknowns moved outside the established dominions as within a 
region of blue mountain peaks rising up from a starry sea littered with crescent 
moon Cosmos, the visage of one man could be seen atop one of the 
countless blue mountain peaks. 

He was adorned in a white robe as his face carried features of utterly unfair 
handsomeness, his eyes alone being capable of stopping all light in the 
surroundings when he blinked! 

This man currently stroked a hexagonal crystal that held a pulsing soul within 
it- the form of the soul actually closely resembling someone that was known 
as The Empress in the past Barren Lands! 

Her features weren't distinct as the hands of the man holding the crystalloid 
she was in constantly released waves of the authority of a Boundary filled with 
life, his eyes gazing towards the expanse of rising blue mountain leaks and 
the endless crescent Cosmos below them, the skies filled with an even 
greater sense of Infinity as even he couldn't see their end from where he 
stood. 

<If one path doesn't open up, countless more will appear. Do not worry...> 



His eyes were filled with an ancient power as he spoke, vibrant waves of the 
Boundary of DESTINY beginning to surge around him as it terrifically far 
exceeded the critical threshold! 

While he stroked the crystalline within his hands and reassured it, spatial 
fluctuations emanated behind him as another figure appeared- this one being 
the ancient visage of a creature with dazzling Halos around his limbs and 
head. 

This one in particular had 5 incandescently Crimson Halos of light along with 
multiple Obsidian ones, but these Obsidian ones did not matter in the grand 
scheme of things! 

Because the Crimson Halos he had indicated that this being was a 5 Echelon 
Crimson NOBLESSE! 

Someone that had reached or exceeded the 6th Boundary Layer in 5 
Boundaries! 

Such a being appeared behind the white robed man as his voice was deep 
and full of power, speaking with a straight face as if he were talking to his 
peer. 

<Commander Oppenheimer, there's another opportunity that has risen...if you 
are free to put your Boundary to the test again to lead us to the best possible 
results.> 

The eyes of this NOBLESSE carried a fiery glare as Oppenheimer didn't look 
back, putting the soul in his hands away as before he turned, one could see a 
trace of hate and disgust that quickly faded as he came to focus on the 
NOBLESSE behind him! 

With a calm demeanor, he rose and placed his hands behind his back as he 
nodded lightly. 

<Let's go.> 

- 

Change erupted in all levels of the Infinite Plane as those within had to adapt 
extremely quickly in order to grasp and understand what was to come. 



The dredges of the Primordial forces pledged fealty as they held mixed 
emotions when thinking of their past empire, and those that had aided the 
True Emperor of Quintessence at any step during the past week felt a greater 
achievement than any other Vassals in the Infinite Plane. 

All of these blooming changes were under the beck and call of the being that 
was connected to this Construct at an unbelievable level, his grandiose throne 
still floating at the peak of it all as after his proclamation, he turned into a blur 
of light that crossed the folds of space to instantly appear in the depths of the 
Empyral Domain of Nature! 

And even deeper into the folds of this Infinite Plane, he accessed a space that 
held the vibrant Source of it all. 

The Source of the Infinite Plane. 

The reborn Source of Reality that had been merged with Noah's past 
Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality! 

When Noah's throne tore into and appeared in this space, it was starkly 
different from the old domain that contained a Source of Reality as before his 
eyes, countless circular multicolored bubbles could be seen. 

These bubbles of light seemed to be incandescent domains made up of 
radiant cerulean waves of authority, Noah identifying it as the authority of 
Manadynamics as a string of such domains were linked together as if they 
were the roots of a vast and endless tree! 

They connected together and rose upwards as at the top of everything, Noah 
saw the Seas of plasmic essence surging around a Source that if any being 
who had not begun seeking EXTREMITY saw, their eyes would be blinded as 
their souls would be singed for life! 

It pulsed with life and grandiosity as even though Noah's Soul continued to be 
strengthened and refined as he had crossed the 30,000 threshold and settled 
at 40,000 Aeonic Soul Values- the weight of his Soul felt infinitely smaller 
compared to the vast consciousness that made this massive Plane be what it 
was. 

It was another type of entity entirely as Noah floated towards this Source and 
the countless domain bubbles underneath it. 



Within the multicolored circular domains, one could see the massive bodies of 
a myriad of Enders of Nature, with one domain in particular golding the 
Draconian Qilin Phoenix as its scales and feathers were painted with a 
terrifying cerulean glow, tendrils of the Boundary of Manadynamics surging 
over its body as this creature was the first to taste the coming of this Boundary 
when the Source of Reality elevated it! 

Its eyes were currently closed as if it was lying dormant, where it didn't move 
even with Noah's intrusion. 

Noah ignored all this as his throne floated into the plasmic sea of essence and 
looked at the blinding source of the Infinite Plane as a smile was slowly 
becoming etched on his lips. 

The Will of the past Barren Lands had told Noah when the assimilation of the 
Source began that it was still unknown whether it, or the Will of the 
Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality would be the final victor after they were 

merged.𝚗𝑜𝒱𝔢𝐿𝑵𝔢xt.𝑐𝑜𝑚 

That the Will of Noah's construct may just be wiped out as the Source of 
Reality would be the Will of the old Barren Lands entirely! 

2255 The True Emperor and his Quintessential Boons! II 

As Noah's looked at this vibrant source before him, he smiled as he asked 
lightly. 

<So? Which Will are you now?> 

He asked this question while smiling because he already knew the answer. 

And the reply was one of utmost clarity. 

<<I am the Will of the Infinite Plane that is connected to Master.>> 

HUUUM! 

Boundless waves of plasmic essence surged as drums of valor and victory 
played in the background! 

<Good!> 



Noah's eyes released a jovial light as after the pressure of battles and 
apocalypses on his back was now taken off- however momentary it may be, 
he wanted to now enjoy the boons he had obtained out of all of this! 

For him to do this, he had to set a few things in motion and make sure that the 
Infinite Plane was absolutely safe, with no heavy risks needing to be taken 
right now as the Authorities of his Boundaries didn't show any abundant 
opportunities in staying right where he was right now. 

So... 

<I wanted to move the Plane from its current position and hide it within the 
Planar Palisades of Extremity while I assimilate all the boons recently...how 
are its defensive and veiling capabilities currently?> 

The past Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality had many features as it could 
veil itself and defend itself in unique ways, and with the dangers of the Planar 
Palisades of Extremity as well as the Havens of Extremity, Noah needed to 
understand how all of these features had been revolutionized! 

<<This is actually linked to the elevation of Manadynamics towards 
EXTREMITY. Master can look at the details of this first.>>𝓝𝑶𝑽𝑒𝐥𝗇𝗲xt.𝗰𝑜𝑚 

The Infinite Plane emanated fantastical words as Noah nodded, glorious 
information filling his mind as he pulled from one of the newly elevated 
concepts toward Extremity. 

Something that the Ancestors labeled as one of the worst concepts as it 
should even be below Golden Planar Boundaries! 

And yet after its elevation by the Source of Reality, the Evolvable Crimson 
Innate Boundary of Manadynamics was born! 

[<First Boundary Layer of Manadynamics>:: A Boundary Layer brought to 
fruition due to multiple factors of impossibilities. This isn't just an expansion of 
a concept towards Extremity, but the expansion of the specific Fundamental 
Natural Law of Manadynamics of the Infinite Plane towards Extremity. It 
allows for greater control and versatility of what this Fundamental Natural Law 
used to stand for, while also granting a greater level of manipulation of the 
state of Reality towards the Source of Reality and any User that is permitted 
to grasp it. The Master of the Infinite Plane automatically gains access to this 
type of Evolvable Boundary that will proceed to greater stages when more 



Planes of Existence are assimilated into the Infinite Plane, with the laws 
governing these Planes absorbed and expanded upon as the stage of 
Consummate Boundaries is not an impossibility...] 

[...Apart from the greater control and manipulation of the state of Reality 
granted to the Infinite Plane through this Boundary, a User of it is granted a 
tremendous Reality Altering effect termed Aeonic Resource Administrator- a 
distinction that requires the formation of Reality Passages within one's Origin 
as it allows for one to regenerate any and all Resources within the span of half 
an Hour, the definition of Resources being expanded to count the Aeonic Soul 
Values that are routinely used to alter the state of Reality. The Reality 
Passages are required to be linked into one's Origin to allow for the smooth 
actualization of the effects of Aeonic Resource Master, with additional effects 
of the Reality Passages being granted as the reality altering effects of Passive 
Aeonic and Passive Extremity Refinement have come to fruition. Another 
feature of this Boundary that is restricted to the Infinite Plane is the seamless 
conversion and mimicking of different sources of essence inside and outside 
the Planar Barrier of this Plane, allowing for the Aeonic Absolute Masking 
feature of the Infinite Plane to come to fruition as in any space it is in, the 
Infinite Plane can seamlessly blend into it as the only path of discovery would 
be to run into it... 

...! 

A grandiose and lengthy description descended! 

The uniqueness of the Boundary of Manadynamics was shown as it wasn't 
just any Boundary- where even if over the billions of years out there, an 
existence had risen and proceeded to expand the concept of Mana or even 
directly the concept of Manadynamics to a Boundary- it wouldn't be what 
Noah and the Infinite Plane currently had! 

The major thing from this Boundary Layer for Noah was the feature of Aeonic 
Resource Administrator that even allowed for the regeneration of one's soul 
power, whereas in the past- Noah's rate of regeneration for his Aeonic Soul 
Values was split into hours! 

And this was increasing as he gained more and more Aeonic Soul Values as 
even a day may have not even enough for him to fully recover all his soul 
power without outside means. 



Yet all this was wiped away as Noah would recover to full Resources- Vitality, 
Mana if it wasn't already Infinite, and now even Aeonic Soul Values in the 
span of 30 minutes! 

The moment that Noah accepted this Boundary into his Soul after its creation 
by the Infinite Plane, he felt his Origin come to life as the incandescent Reality 
Passages that connected his 9 Dimensional Realities began to pulse. 

A cerulean light of grandeur covered them as on top of their multicolored 
texture, they looked like Celestial mountains one would find on the highest 
peaks of idyllic planes of existence. 

All of them were stretched out across his Origin as the moment the effects of 
the Boundary of Manadynamics applied to them, they began to erupt and 
gush out boundless waves of essence that coursed through Noah's Origin and 
his Aeonic Soul that tightly wrapped around it! 

His soul sucked up the erupting essence as it received stupendous 
nourishment, his Aeonic Soul Values steadily beginning to recover as on top 
of all of this, the effects of Passive Aeonic and Passive Extremity Refinement 
began! 

Tomorrow's working chapter titles: The True Emperor and his Quintessential 
Boons! III & IV 
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Passive Aeonic and Passive Extremity Refinement. 

Effects that the Infinite Reality Passages could now provide after they were 

supported by the Boundary of Manadynamics!𝓝𝑶𝑽𝑒𝐥𝗇𝗲xt.𝗰𝑜𝑚 

Noah felt their full fruition at this moment as the Passive Aeonic Refinement 
meant these mountainous Passages would now passively refine his Aeonic 
Soul, while Passive Extremity Refinement... 

The effect of this was stupendous as Noah felt the incandescent Reality 
Passages pump our seas of pure transparent essence that entered the depths 
of his Soul and soul the area of his Soul that tightly coiled around his 
Boundaries- this essence beginning to refine these Boundaries as the effect of 



Passive Extremity Refinement was to passively refine the Boundary Layers of 
his Boundaries towards EXTREMITY! Towards achieving even more 
Boundary Layers! 

If he had the personality of laying low for a few billion years doing nothing, his 
Boundary Layers would edge upwards ever so slowly as who knew where he 
would be after the passage of all those years. 

But to him, this feature was only something auxiliary that would make his path 
smoother- the main method of elevation being the devouring and assimilation 
of treasures and the efforts of other beings that had lived for billions of years! 

<Mmm, this effect is passable for the First Boundary Layer. Let's guarantee 
safety for now and move the Infinite Plane towards the Planar Palisades of 
Extremity.> 

He saw the additional features of the First Boundary Layer of Manadynamics 
that were exclusive to the Infinite Plane, Noah putting things in motion as 
while he stood before the Source of Reality at the very depths of this 
construct- it began to change in the outside space as its already strong veil 
became even more so, this massive construct also beginning to shrink in the 
outside reality that had seas of the Essence from the Planar Palisades of 
Extremity leaking in. 

It was a terrifying thing to be possible, but size modulation was but a mere 
reality and one of the many features of the Infinite Plane and its past as the 
Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality. 

It became extremely minuscule as from the size of an undetermined number 
of Rivers of Realities, the Infinite Plane became smaller than a star as it then 
proceeded to shrink down to something that was the size of a grain of sand! 

HOONG! 

Waves of dense authority were utilized to make all this possible, the vast 
endless stretches of space within the Infinite Plane being maintained as they 
were while it shrunk so much in the outside Reality. 

As for how such a thing was even possible? How the very Laws of Nature 
allowed such spatial stretching and compression? All of this was due to the 
previous features as well as new ones like Natural Law Management that 
allowed the Infinite Plane even more intricate control over Natural Laws. 



Aeonic Absolute Masking was then activated as the Infinite Plane the size of a 
grain of sand began to flow into the spreading tendrils of the spreading 
Essence of the Planar Palisades of Extremity, the anchored area where the 
past Barren Lands used to be...being left utter barren and alone as the True 
Emperor of Quintessence took his construct into the folds of what could be 
considered the periphery of Extremity! 

- 

In the depths of the Planar Palisades of Extremity. 

As the Infinite Plane stepped into these endless stretches of space, Noah's 
presence was already further into this space from his 10th True Sanguine 
Clone following the party of Ancestral Descendants- the same party that was 
about to face total wipe out from a chance meeting with an Esoteric Entity that 
strongly gave off waves of power at the 5th Boundary Layer! 

The Ancestral Descendants and past Dimensional Rulers in this party were 
the face of panic and despair as seeing the melting barrier of Karma as the 
countless tentacles with eyes surging in, the leading Descendant could not 
help but bellow out. 

<Why...why?!> 

They were sent to pass word quickly! The chances of running into mysterious 
entities were few as they truly thought if they kept a low key across the Planar 
Palisades of Extremity, they would be okay! 

But... 

But! 

HOONG! 

Waves of the Essence of the Boundary of Karma erupted from this 
Descendant, but they only bounced on the countless tentacles surging in as 
the many eyes of this Esoteric Entity showed cruelty and delight at seeing the 
conflict of the few before it. 

When it seemed like death was approaching, many organisms returned to 
their true selves as amidst the despair, Katelyn's mother floated away from the 



Mirare Queen as she came towards her Lineage that she had abandoned for 
so long. 

She thought that she could at least apologize and allow the cold exterior to 
fade before they perished! 

<I'm sorry I could not be there for you, Katelyn. And I'm even more sorry about 
taking you with me on a path of doom!> 

Silver tears leaked out of her glazed eyes as mother and daughter truly looked 
too alike, but their expressions at this moment were starkly different as 
Katelyn had utter calm while her mother let her repressed feelings come out 
freely. 

Her heart remained clear as she only nodded towards her mother's words, 
turning her head towards the man beside her as she told him with her eyes- if 
ever you were going to make a move, now would be the time! 

And the man beside her smiled. 

He thought of the purpose of this clone here and his infiltration into the depths 
of the Ancestors. 

He then thought about his own power. 

He thought of the nature of the Havens of Extremity that was of brutality and 
those with the greatest strength being the ultimate victors! 

And the authorities of all of his Boundaries told him...he did not have to 
represent his tyrannical nature and act meek in front of others. 

He did not have to hide as since he had decided this would be the Aeon of 
Quintessence, he would also make it the Aeon of Tyranny! 
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With the many different Boundaries and powers he had attained, he could 
choose to move very differently and still achieve his purpose and goals. 

The rousing Tyranny in his heart came out freely at this moment as with a light 
smile, he spoke out while addressing Katelyn's mother for the first time. 

<Relax, Mother in Law. You shall not perish here today.> 



WAA!𝚗𝑜𝒱𝔢𝐿𝑵𝔢xt.𝑐𝑜𝑚 

The Dimensional Ruler of Refractions, Luna, blinked away the tears in her 
eyes as she gazed incredulously at the man that her daughter had brought 
with her. Had he gone crazy under the pressure of this terrifying entity as his 
soul fractured? 

<You...> 

She didn't even have the energy to admonish him with their deaths nearing as 
she only signed and prepared to perish with her Lineage. 

But... 

DUM! DUM! DUM! 

Drums of victory and valor began to play. 

A rousing symphony descended amidst the despair as all heads turned! 

The Crimson black tentacles with countless eyes etched within them vibrated 
and paused briefly as with Noah's visage at the center, a golden light of 
grandiosity erupted! 

A light of power and authority that bore down on the souls of all beings as this 
was merely the spread of the grandeur of Noah's Aeonic Soul! 

All hearts trembled as all eyes focused on him at this moment, only catching a 
glimpse as his eyes released blinding rays of light. 

<Epochal Radiation Emission>. 

...! 

At Noah's level of power, the Esoteric Entity before him would not amount to 
much as it only had a 5th Boundary Layer as its highest! 

What he was doing right now was straight bullying as he didn't even have to 
do anything grand. 

His eyes alone were enough. 

SHIING! 



Countless rays of multicolored light left his eyes as they carried terrifying 
capabilities, exceeding 20,000 Aeonic Soul Damage Values in power as when 
they came in contact with the tentacles of the Esoteric Entity- they utterly 
eviscerated everything. 

The eyes of the cruel entity contracted with a terrific light as for the first time 
since its appearance, it spoke! 

<What?!> 

It thought it had caught small fishes to slowly devour, and never did it think 
that an expert could be hidden among them! 

It wanted to apologize and please for its life, but the countless rays of light 
released from the eyes of the terrifying existence moved too fast as they 
speedily eviscerated its countless tentacles and surged towards its globular 
main body in an instant- shredding apart the Essence of the 5th Boundary 
Layer of this being as if it were paper. 

The poor Esoteric Entity couldn't even plead for its life when it met a true and 
genuine Esoteric Entity as... 

BOOM! 

Its Aeonic Soul was entirely destroyed along with its body, the countless rays 
of light that were just shot out also fading into nothingness as only the blazing 
eyes where they originated pulsed with grandiosity. 

<1x Aeonic Quintessential Treasure Cache of Cukalax has been obtained.> 

His devilish handsomeness came into the picture as all eyes honed in on him, 
immense shock and incredulity spreading out as his voice emanated out freely 
as if he hadn't just eliminated a powerful Boundary Expansion creature in an 
instant! 

<As I said, Mother-in-Law, you will not die today.> 

...! 

Stark silence descended as the Dimensional Ruler of Refraction felt her eyes 
trembling with disbelief. 



Katelyn sighed with relief as she came closer to Noah's visage, ready to follow 
his lead. 

At the edges of the decayed Karma Barrier, the leading Ancestral 
Descendants that were following the signal of the Pylon of Ascension in a 
certain Sacrarium felt their minds buzz as Jin, the leader of this whole party- 
didn't know how to proceed! 

For such a powerful existence to be hidden in their group, didn't that mean he 
wanted to infiltrate into their force? 

Even though the Esoteric Entity threatening them was gone, Jin and all the 
other Descendants felt like they were facing an even more disastrous enemy! 

<You...who are y-> 

<No need for that.> 

...! 

Jin had just begun to speak when Noah waved his hands dismissively. 

<We were heading towards the Abecedarian Sacrarium to report on the 
happenings of the Barren Lands, yes? Let's keep going.> 

His voice emanated out as it didn't leave behind any possibility of discussion. 

It felt akin to a command that they would receive from their Ancestral 
Descendant Commanders! 

Jin and the others felt stifled and their souls sereamed danger, but they 
couldn't find themselves moving as they didn't want to invite such a monstrous 
being into one of their important Sacrariums! 

But ultimately, the choice didn't lie with them. 

HOONG! 

Haki rose out in waves from the visage of the unveiled True Emperor of 
Quintessence as this time...it was filled with Quintessential Pathogenicity. 

<Neural Encroachment> that was gained from the Zenith Lineage of the 
Imperial Undead Gu erupted out to cover nearly every single being within this 



group, the Tyrannical Emperor blatantly releasing his majesty at this moment 
as his overly strong Aeonic Soul against the souls of beings who barely 
reached the Second Boundary Layer... 

Even an instant was too long as all targeted beings fell under his grasp right 
away. 

<Let's go.> 

WAA! 

His Will came out again as Jin and the other Ancestral Descendants replied 
curtly! 

<Yes sir!> 

The stopped procession began to move as one again, the eyes of Katelyn's 
mother, Luna, trembling at the unfolding situation as she saw the verdant gold 
light of Karma emanate from this being freely, repairing the destroyed barrier 
as the Automaton Boundary Modulators came to life once more. 

< Mother-in-Law, let me introduce myself again as we go to grander ventures. 
I am the True Emperor of the past Age and Era of the Barren Lands, Noah 
Osmont!> 

He took Katelyn into his embrace while his eyes released a devilish smile of 
Tyranny, his eyes set on the Sacrarium known as the Abecedarian Sacrarium 
that all existences ascending with the Pylon of Ascension arrived in as this 
clone paved the way forward! 

- 

In the periphery of the Source of Reality. 

Noah's True Body replayed the scenes occurring in the depths of the Planar 
Palisades of Extremity as he smiled lightly, waving his right hand as dozens of 
incandescent Treasure Caches bloomed within the plasmic sea of this region. 

The Aeonic Quintessential Treasure Caches he had attained from the Halcyon 
Plane of Loot. 

The individualized Treasure Caches from Desiderius, Theseus, and the 
recently slain Esoteric Entity known as Cukalax! 



<Open it all.> 

The time had come to collect as his voice commandingly echoed out, the light 
of Loot blooming to blind everything in the already fantastical seas of light! 
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In a fantastical space at the very depths of a dreadful plane with unknown 
potential and possibilities, the True Emperor of Quintessence had his eyes 
releasing lights of grandiosity as he watched multiple Treasure Caches open 
their heart locks and reveal what lay inside them! 

He planned, schemed, and battled over the past days all for moments like 
these where he transformed the Aspects of Existence of his enemies 
qualitatively and quantitatively into things he could devour and strengthen 
himself even further! 

Moments like these were the reason why his power continued to scale 
upwards exponentially, where he actually spent longer periods of time going 
through the ranks of F, E, D, C, B, A...as a Hunter in his home world, but he 
now surged across the Firmaments of Ascendancy, Grotto Haven stage and 
into Boundary Expansion in a matter of days. 

His pace of progression was always fast, and it was bound to get even faster 
so long as he continued to focus on the concepts that got him here! 

So he enjoyed the grandeur of the opening Caches as the boons from the 
Crimson Crimson Treasure Caches came first. 

<100,000 Obsidian Boundary Modulators have been obtained.> 

<100,000 Obsidian Boundary Modulators have been obtained...> 

Dazzling Obsidian points of singularities shot out from the Caches and came 
to surround Noah as he looked at them closely with shining eyes- 16 of such 
prompts repeating as he gained 1.6 Million Obsidian Boundary Modulators! 

In the past, he needed 100 Million Golden Boundary Modulators to achieve an 
initial Boundary Layer. 

And since then, he had established the Planar Lineage of the Quintessential 
Kainos Emperor that allowed him to traverse towards EXTREMITY with a 



+50% Increased Rate of Progression, and any Resources required to exceed 
a Boundary Layer were absolutely reduced by half! 

So he would only need 50 Million Golden Boundary Modulators to achieve an 
initial Boundary Layer. 

But then, he fully established his Realm- the First Plane of Extremity that quite 
literally gave the same exact boons as his Planar Lineage as it tacked on 
another 50% Increased rate of Progression and a reduction of required 
resources by half. 

So at this moment, he only ever needed 25 Million Golden Boundary 
Modulators to establish the first Boundary Layer. 

So...what effects did the Obsidian Boundary Modulators bring to the table? 

<Obsidian Boundary Modulator>:: You would think that a Crimson Boundary 
Modulator comes from a Crimson Quintessential Treasure Cache, right? The 
Obsidian Boundary Modulator admonishes this thought and tells you such a 
loot is far too pristine compared to it, and that is why the Obsidian Boundary 
Modulators originated from the Crimson Quintessential Treasure Caches. It 
allows an existence with at least 1 Aeonic Soul Value to modulate a concept 
towards becoming an established Boundary that is seeking EXTREMITY. It 
depends on the selected concept, but a minimum of 10,000,0000 Obsidian 
Boundary Modulators are required before a concept can be established as a 
Boundary. An Obsidian Boundary Modulator is applicable for Planar and 
Innate Boundaries unlike its weaker counterpart that is the Golden Boundary 
Modulator, the Second Boundary Layer can be achieved with twice as many 
Obsidian Boundary Modulators compared to the cost of the First Layer, and a 
third layer is possible with 5 times as many Obsidian Boundary Modulators 
compared to the cost of the First Layer. There is no effect for anything past 
the Third Boundary Layer- for that, the Obsidian Boundary Modulator tells you 
to seek the pristine Crimson Boundary Modulators that can even affect 
Consummate Boundaries... 

<...> 

Noah read the details closely as his eyes released radiant rays of light, 
breaking everything down as for him, he would only need 2.5 Million Obsidian 
Boundary Modulators to establish the First Boundary Layer of any Planar or 
Innate Boundary due to his Lineage and Origin! 



<Good!> 

He was satisfied with the results as he didn't even need to ask RUINATION, 
her Will already surging out to wrap around the 1.6 Million Obsidian Boundary 
Modulators twirling around Noah to begin Decuplicating them! 

While this process began, Noah expectantly watched the opening of the 
Aeonic Quintessential Treasure Caches that came from the Halcyon Plane of 
Loot next- the premise of all of these Caches still remaining with the purpose 
of giving Noah Loot that would aid him towards Extremity and focused on 
Boundaries. 

Compared to the Crimson Quintessential Treasure Caches that granted the 
Obsidian Boundary Modulators, these treasure Caches only had the word 
<Aeonic> attached to them, and yet their results.... 

<10 Crimson Boundary Modulators have been obtained.> 

<10 Crimson Boundary Modulators have been obtained.> 

<10 Crimson Boundary Modulators have been obtained...> 

The plasmic sea around Noah surged with the advent of these treasures as 
Crimson points of singularities bloomed. 

Depending on what Noah designated what he wanted the most, he could have 
gotten EPOCH Relics, Lineages, or any other sorts of Loot from the Aeonic 
Quintessential Treasure Caches! 

But the theme remained related to Boundaries for this moment as Noah 
allowed the specially designated Aeonic Quintessential Treasure Caches of 
Theseus, Desiderius, and Cukalax to also open! 

<1 Complete Planar Lineage of Ancestral Lernaean has been obtained.> 

<1 Complete Golden Innate Sword Boundary Pearl has been obtained.> 

<1 Complete Crimson Planar Light Boundary Pearl has been obtained.> 

...! 



From Theseus alone, Noah attained three fantastical wonders that 
represented the Planar Lineage that the Ancestors carried, as well as two 
Complete Boundary Pearls! 

𝚗𝑜𝒱𝔢𝐿𝑵𝔢xt.𝑐𝑜𝑚 

One was the Golden Innate Boundary of the Sword which was one of the 
weapons the Ancestors forged to stand against the NOBLESSE, even though 
they came short and only produced a Golden Innate Boundary. 

But this...was only one of the three Innate Boundaries they managed to forge 
over the last billions of years. 

As for the Ancestral Lernaean Lineage- this was the culmination of pristine 
Lineages across the Barren Lands that the Ancestors carried, their progeny 
being those of the Dimensional Lineages and the Pure-Blooded Primordial 
Lineages that remained in the Desolate Mausoleum. 

These were only the boons from Theseus alone who only held traces of the 
Planar Lineage that only the oldest Ancestors held, with many of the Ancestral 
Descendants still holding a ZENITH version of this Lineage! 

- 

Next chapter should be out within 1 hour! 
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He had taken the mere traces of the Ancestral Lernaean Lineage from 
Theseus and formed into the full genuine Planar Lineage. 

What would the Complete Boundary Pearls contain, and up to which 
Boundary Layer would they grant Noah access to? 

Before he jumped to the description of the fantastical Loot appearing, the 
prompts of the Aeonic Quintessential Treasure Cache of Desiderius and 
Cukalax came down. 

<1 Complete Planar Lineage of NOBLESSE has been obtained.> 

<1 Complete Obsidian Innate VOID Boundary Pearl has been obtained.> 



<1 Complete Crimson Planar CHRONOS Boundary Pearl has been 
obtained.> 

<1 Complete Zenith Lineage of the Palisade Devourer has been obtained> 

<1 Complete Crimson Planar Destruction Boundary Pearl has been 
obtained.> 

In the multicolored plasmic sea, a massive black crystal containing rivers of 
viscous Obsidian blood appeared, another crystalloid holding nothing but a 
dense concentration of the VOID within it also appearing. 

Another crystalloid holding a dense purple concentration of what Noah 
attributed to CHRONOS then appeared as thereafter, the boons of the 
Cukalax destroyed in the Planar Palisades came to fruition! 

It was a massive influx of multiple new Boundaries and Lineages as it placed 
Noah at the forefront of extremely critical choices! 

He already knew that he would obtain a lot of Boundaries from his enemies. 
And since many of what others forged would be considered lesser in the eyes 
of the Quintessential Kainos Emperor, he knew it was why his Boundary of 
Blood came with the terrifying capability of allowing for the sacrifice of other 
Boundaries to strengthen his strongest ones. 

So as he looked at the grand possibilities of the Crimson Boundary 
Modulators, the multiple Complete Innate and Planar Boundary Pearls...he 
had countless calculations surging in the back of his mind for which 
Boundaries would be kept and which Boundaries would be sacrificed so that 
he could reach even greater stages and not be tainted by multiple lesser 
Boundaries! 

The descriptions of the newly appearing Loot bloomed in his mind amidst all 
these calculations... 

- 

There were countless Existences in the Infinite Plane. 

Many more were being born constantly as among them, there were those 
born with great destinies and fortunes! 



In life, there would always be those who were average, below average, and 
there would also be geniuses. 

Among the many tasks Noah designated to the past Gourmandizing 
Dimensional Reality that were now carried over by the Infinite Plane- the 
cultivation of the geniuses of the Infinite Plane was at the forefront. 

The definition of geniuses was also recently expanded as it now covered the 
Dimensional Rulers who had recently joined, on top of many other Geniuses 
or existences born with dense Destiny and fortune within the Infinite Plane! 

Noah gave this construct autonomy in the cultivation of such beings as even if 
it was close to an impossibility, Noah wanted those who helped him on his 
path still be able to play critical roles and not just be characters that were left 
behind after their roles were done. 

The Palisades of Extremity were vast.𝓝𝑶𝑽𝑒𝐥𝗇𝗲xt.𝗰𝑜𝑚 

The Havens of Extremity were even vaster. 

The Infinite Plane had unimaginable possibilities as the cultivation of a select 
few beings into powerhouses...was also a path to be taken. 

It was why at this moment as Noah worked on optimizing himself and his 
Boundaries, a specific number of existences received prompts from the 
Infinite Plane as they were then taken towards a specific location. 

Among those appearing, Noah's past Animus Summons were at the forefront 
as a Blue Slime bounced on top of the Three-Legged Golden Crow. The 
Obsidian Panther, Tiamat, and others who shared a closer connection to 
Noah's soul all appeared. 

After the transformation and restructuring of the Infinite Plane, the 9 dazzling 
Dimensions floated underneath as above them, a starry and fantastical space 
vaster than any single Dimension floated as it was the Dimensional Empyral 
Domain of Nature. Then above this, the countless spinning trillions of Cosmos 
could be seen as the whole structure of the Infinite Plane looked akin to a vast 
Celestial tree with the 9 Dimensions acting as the trunk, the Domain of Nature 
containing all the dense concentrations of the Natural Laws stretching out like 
countless branches as trillions of multicolored Cosmos were like leaves and 
fruits hanging around such wonder. 



The so called geniuses that received prompts from the Infinite Plane appeared 
above the Empyral Domain of Nature as it was a sea of essence all around 
them with the Cosmos constantly being moved further away, a vast space just 
as wide as the Empyral Domain of Nature beneath them forming. 

The figures of the Dimensional Rulers appeared in this space one after 
another, Noah's close family also being seen in the surroundings as all of his 
women floated at the forefront in their own cluster! 

Little Henry was floating beside the visage of Hyperion as in another direction, 
the figure of Dr. Hall could be seen alone as he pushed his glasses closer to 
his eyes, intent on observing everything around him and trying to understand 
its nature. 

Even the figures of Eckert and Europa appeared as even though the latter had 
decided to forge his own path, he would still see the opportunities present in 
the Infinite Plane before he said his goodbyes to the True Emperor of 
Quintessence! 

Apart from them, new figures never seen before also appeared as they 
ranged from existences born in the past Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality 
or found in the vaster Infinite Plane after all Realities and Dimensions were 
assimilated. 

When everyone pertinent had arrived... 

HOONG! 

A radiance shone at the center of the endless space they were only in a 
corner of as the Will of the Infinite Plane emanated out. 

<<If you are here, it means you have the talent to rise to a level of power that 
will allow you to play an active role in the future of the Infinite Plane. A crucial 
piece to understand in order to step up to such a role is the understanding of 
Extremity.> 

...! 

The Will of the Infinite Plane had just begun to emanate out as for the first 
time ever, the feature of <Aeonic Haven Boundary Space> was initiated! 

- 



Tomorrow's working chapter titles: The Sacrifice of Boundaries! I & II 
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Aeonic Haven Boundary Space. 

One of the newer features of the Infinite Plane as just what did it entail? 

The Dimensional Rulers and those designated as geniuses with the most 
fortune, Destiny, and potential in the surroundings were able to watch it unfold 
firsthand before their eyes. 

In the empty space above the Dimensional Empyral Domain of Nature, a 
massive singularity bloomed and exploded as it released boundless 
wavelengths carrying the Essence of Boundaries of Extremity! 

Dr. Hall was among those who were more analytical as his eyes trembled 
when he saw the dense waves of authority, recognizing they weren't the 
Absolute Authorities of Dimensions or Laws of Nature as these... were 
something above them. 

He was even able to notice that each of the spreading tendrils of authority 
were different in nature as from the explosion of the singularity- the waves of 
authority came to completely encompass them as their Origins felt a profound 
sense of weight and grandiosity settle onto them! 

<<Boundaries of Extremity. Feel their authority, understand their possibilities 
in altering reality, and seek to follow these same concepts you feel around you 
towards the extreme, or forge your own concept. This is the only path forward 
if you wish to play greater roles than what you already have.>> 

The voice of the Infinite Plane emanated out and even came in the form of 
prompts before their eyes, their Souls feeling the heavy sense of authority 
around them as in the surroundings, the abundant waves of Authority of the 
Boundaries of Loot, Quintessence, Blood, Manadynamics, Dimensions, 
Death, Karma, and Fate overflowed. 

Little Henry felt his Lineage pulse inside of him as he... was among the very 
few carrying the Lineage of the Quintessential Kainos Emperor. 



And this Lineage...was intricately linked to many of the Boundaries that 
encompassed everything around them right now, with some particular 
Boundaries innately attached to his Bloodline as it was the Boundaries of 
Blood and Quintessence! 

Quintessence flowed through his veins. 

The least he could do was grasp it! 

BOOM! 

The visage of Little Henry that had relegated the growth of his body to now 
look like someone slightly above the age of 18 exploded with grandiosity as 
one of the unique features of Innate Boundaries showed themselves. 

Why were the NOBLESSE so powerful? 

They had a Boundary linked to their Bloodline! 

So long as their souls were sufficiently strong enough and could handle the 
expansion of a concept towards Extremity, all beings in that Lineage would 
grasp the First Boundary Layer of the VOID! 

Now, the True Emperor of Quintessence had enacted multiple Innate 
Boundaries and bound them towards his Lineage as none was more 

intricately connected than the Boundary of Blood.𝚗𝑜𝒱𝔢𝐿𝑵𝔢xt.𝑐𝑜𝑚 

Little Henry's soul that already underwent rebirth and transformation from the 
Lineage of the Quintessential Kainos Emperor naturally erupted with the 
Crimson Innate Boundary linked to him as those nearby could only stare in 
utter shock as they stared at what should have been a child who had not even 
lived a fraction of their lives...achieve something so pristine so easily. 

Adelaide had a dazzling smile as her body also reacted albeit slightly weaker, 
while off to the side...Eckert shook his head incredulously while sighing! 

<b>"His son too?"</b> 

It was the eruption of the Child of Destiny that when he fully rode on the path 
his father was outlining, he was bound to become a powerful combatant! 



Multicolored radiance spread out above the Dimensional Empyral Domain of 
Nature as the Aeonic Haven Boundary Space underwent establishment- and it 
was a location that served the purpose of introducing Noah's vassals to the 
authority of Boundaries to see if they could attain the First Layer of it 
themselves if their souls were strong and special enough, while Noah would 
also experience a faster rate of Progression towards Extremity when he 
trained in this space. 

But while his Vassals experienced this transformation, he was also at an 
impasse of decisions as he gazed at the details of the recently obtained Loot 
that circled around him. 

<Crimson Boundary Modulator>:: A high-level treasure equivalent to 
something sought after by young Lineages in the Havens of Extremity. It 
allows an existence at any stage of power to modulate a concept towards 
becoming an established Boundary that is seeking EXTREMITY. It depends 
on the selected concept, but a minimum of 1,000 Crimson Boundary 
Modulators are required before a concept can be established as a Boundary. 
It can affect any Boundary up to the Consummate level, with its effects 
applicable up to the 6th Boundary Layer as the required resources for each 
successive Layer increase by a factor of two. This is something pristine only 
achievable by this Loot as something above it...may only be found naturally 
across the Vaults of Extremity. 

The Golden Boundary Modulator was average and the Obsidian Boundary 
Modulator was fantastic. 

But the Crimson Boundary Modulator...it was too domineering as for one- it 
didn't have a requirement of having a specific Aeonic Soul Value to utilize it! 

Anyone could utilize them as if they had 1,000...the First Boundary Layer of 
any Boundary up to the Consummate level could be attained. 

And the next Layer would require 2,000 Crimson Boundary Modulators, and 
the layer after that 4,000 as the required cost was only multiplied by two! 

Knowing how it was much harder to scale upwards the more one went 
towards Extremity, this factor alone made this Loot extremely special as even 
NOBLESSE and the Lineage of the Ancestral Lernaean from the past Barren 
Lands would wish to have their hands on it! 



After the dazzling Crimson points of singularities spun around Noah and 
reached 250 from the 25 Aeonic Quintessential Treasure Caches, Noah 
waited for the magic words from RUINATION. 

<I can also decuplicate these Master, but they are the extent of what I can do 
currently. Anything above this and I will not be of use.> 

A smile became etched on Noah's lips as he sat on his Throne and nodded, 
this capability alone being outside of his expectations as he replied lightly. 

"We'll elevate you towards the grander stages of EPOCH soon enough." 

...! 

A promise was made as RUINATION shone brightly, beginning yet another 
round of Decuplications as her master stared down and began utilizing the 
remaining Loot to come out of the distinguished Aeonic Quintessential 
Treasure Caches! 

 


